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1. Introduction 
We begin by recalling three well-known problems that have been of some interest o 
geometric topologists. 
(A) Does every homotopy idempotent of a finite polyhedron split through a finite 
polyhedron? 
(B) Does every compactum that is shape dominated by a finite polyhedron have the 
same shape as a finite polyhedron? 
(C) Does every Q-manifold (satisfying certain necessary homotopy-theoretic condi- 
tions) have a polyhedral boundary? 
These questions provide instances of what are generally referred to as finiteness prob- 
lems, and the answer to each is affirmative if and only if a corresponding canonically 
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defined algebraic invariant vanishes (cf. respectively [16,13] and [2]). We recall that all of 
these algebraic invariants involve Wall's obstruction to finiteness [19] and, consequently, 
these invariants do not always vanish. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that "n-homotopy versions" of these three 
problems ((An), (B,~), and (Cn) respectively) all have positive solutions. The crucial 
(but simple) fact that we exploit is that an invariant in the n-homotopy category, corre- 
sponding to Wall's obstruction to finiteness, always vanishes [9, Proposition 1.2]. Using 
this observation we show in Section 2 that pointed n-homotopy idempotents of at most 
(n + 1)-dimensional LCn-compacta split through (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedra 
(Theorem 1). This solves Problem (A,0. 
It was shown in [9, Theorem 2.7] that an (n+ 1)-dimensional Menger manifold (shortly, 
#n+l_manifold) has a boundary if and only if it is n-tame at cx~ (n-tameness atc~ is the 
n-homotopy version of tameness at c~). In Section 3 we carry this work a bit further 
by characterizing the #'~+l-manifolds with polyhedral boundaries (Theorem 3), thereby 
solving Problem (C,~). In order to prove Theorem 3 we require a characterization f at 
most (n+ 1)-dimensional continua with polyhedral n-shapes. In fact, we consider a more 
general problem and obtain a characterization f those continua that are (n+ 1)-equivalent 
(in the sense of Whitehead-Ferry) to finite polyhedra. The corresponding result (Theorem 
2) states that these are precisely the continua with stable /-dimensional pro-homotopy 
groups for each i < n. This fact, in turn, yields a positive solution to problem (B,~). 
Throughout the paper all spaces are assumed to be locally compact and metrizable. 
Two maps f ,  g : X ~ Y are n-homotopic (notation f ~ g) if for any map h : Z --+ X of 
an at most n-dimensional space Z into X the compositions fh  and gh are homotopic 
in the usual sense. A map f : X --+ Y is an n-homotopy equivalence if there is a map 
g : Y --+ X such that yf  n idx and fg  n idy ; f : X --+ Y is an n-homotopy domination 
if there is a map g : Y -+ X such that fg  ~ idy. The pointed version of this concept is 
defined similarly, as is the proper version and the proper pointed version. We remark that 
a standard example of a proper n-homotopy equivalence is a proper UVn-map between 
at most (n + 1)-dimensional LC'~-spaces. 
Information concerning Menger manifolds and the closely related concept of n-shape 
can be found in [1,10] and [5]. Concerning the notions of uVn-equivalence and (n+ 1)- 
equivalence, see [15]. 
2. Splitting pointed n-homotopy idempotents 
It is well known [13] (see also [16]) that in the pointed homotopy category, idempotents 
of polyhedra (maps f :P  --+ P for which f2 ~ f )  split through polyhedra; that is, for a 
given homotopy idempotent a : X --+ X, there is a polyhedron Y and maps u : X -+ Y 
and d : Y --+ X such that du ~- ~ and ud ~_ idy. (All spaces and maps here are pointed, 
but we have supressed base points from our notation.) On the other hand, it follows 
easily from [19] that there are pointed homotopy idempotents of finite polyhedra which 
do not split through finite polyhedra. The result of this section shows that in the pointed 
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n-homotopy category the situation is simpler. We begin with the construction of the 
(infinite) mapping cylinder in the n-homotopy category. 
Let c~ : X --+ Y be a map between at most (n + 1)-dimensional LC'~-compacta. Con- 
sider the usual mapping cylinder M(a)  of c~. Recall that this is the space formed from 
the disjoint union (X x [0, 1]) @ Y by identifying (x, 1) with c~(x) for each x E X. 
The source of M(a)  is X x {0} and the target of M(c~) is Y. Clearly X x [0, 1) can 
be regarded as an open subspace of M(c~). Denote by c:M(c~) --+ Y the collapse to 
the target; that is, c is the natural CE-retraction defined by sending the point (x, t) to 
c~(x). Clearly c is a CE-map that is a homotopy equivalence. Note also that M(ct) is 
an (n + 2)-dimensional LCn-compactum containing the source as a Z-set. 
Consider an (n+ 1)-invertible UV'~-map r : M,~(c~) -+ M(c~), where M,~(c~) is a/z '~+l- 
manifold (see [ 11, Theorems 1and 2]; cf. [ 1, Theorem 5.1.8]). Taking the quotient space 
if necessary we may assume without loss of generality that he restrictions r lr  -1 (X x {0}) 
and rl r-1 (Y) are one-to-one maps. Below we identify r -1 (X x {0}) with X and r -I (Y) 
with Y, and we call them the source and target of M,~(c~) respectively. Note that X 
is a Z-set in Mn(c~). A UVn-retraction cn : M,~(c~) --+ Y defined as the composition 
cn = r - l c r  plays a role similar to the mapping cylinder collapse onto the target, and 
cnlX -- c~. Finally, let us note that for each point x E X, there is an arc connecting x with 
c~(x) in cffl(c~(a:)). Indeed, let I (x) C e -1 (c~(x)) be the canonical segment connecting 
x and c~(x) in the usual mapping cylinder M(c~). Since r is (n + 1)-invertible, there is 
a map ¢: I (x) --+ M~(c~) such that re  = idi(~). It only remains to note that ¢(I(x)) is 
a copy of I (x) that connects x with c~(x). 
Now suppose that c~ maps X to itself and fixes the point xo, and let Xk, k = O, 1,2, . . . ,  
be a copy of X with a homeomorphism ik : X --+ X~. Let c~k :Xe --+ X~+~ be defined 
as the composition ak = i~+ic~i~ .Sewing the spaces Mn(c~k) together along their 
naturally identified sources and targets, we obtain a space 
Map,(c~) = M~(c~0) U Mn(c~l) U M,~(o~2) U--.  
which plays the role of the usual infinite mapping cylinder for our purposes. Obviously 
Mapn(c~) is a locally compact (n + 1)-dimensional LCn-space. Note that if x0 is a point 
of X, there is a natural ray P C Map,~(c~) such that P A Mn(ak) is the arc connecting 
ik(xo) with ik+l(xo) in c~l(ak(xo)) for each k. 
Now, suppose through the remainder of this section that c~ : (X, x0) -+ (X, xo) is a 
map of an at most (n + 1)-dimensional LCn-compactum X such that c~ 2 ~ a rel (x0). 
In the following, all maps and homotopies shall take base points into P. 
For k = 1,2,. . . ,  consider the space Mn(ak) and its two closed subspaces Xk 
and Xk+l. Consider also the composition ek = aik-~lCn,k :Mn(c~k) ~ X, where 
c,~,k :Mn(ak)  --4 Xk+l is the collapse onto he target of M,~(c~k). Clearly the restriction 
of ek to X~+1 coincides with ai-~ 1 (because Cn,k is a retraction) and the restriction of 
Ck to Xk coincides with a i -~ la  k = a~k+l~k+ , ai-~l = a2i-~ 1 (because c~,klXk = c~k). 
But c~ai~ -l ~ cd~ -1. Since dimMn(c~k) ~< n + 1, it follows from [4, Proposition 2.21, 
that there is a map dk : Mn(c~k) ~ X such that dklXk = ai-~ 1 and dklXk+l --- c~ i~.  
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Glueing the dk's together, we define a map d: Mapn(c~ ) -+ X which coincides with dk 
on M,~(c~,c) for each k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  
The following three propositions refer to the above constructions and notations. 
Proposition 2.1. d io  = c~. 
Proof. It follows from the above construction that dio = doio = Cdolio = a. 
Proposition 2.2. If F :Map~(c~) --+ Mapn(c j is a map whose restriction to Xo is the 
identiO; then F is a pointed n-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. It follows from the assumption that the following diagram commutes for each m. 
7rm(X) id > 7rm(X) 
7rm(Mapn (o0) > rrm(Mapn(c~)) 
,r,~ (F) 
Therefore, in order to prove that rrm(F) is an isomorphism for m ~< n, it suffices to 
show that rc,,~(io) is an epimorphism for rn ~< n. 
Choose m so that m ~< n, and let [/3] be an element of rr,,~(Mapn(CJ). Let M0 = 
Xo and let Mk = Mn(ao) U Mn(oq) U . . .  U M,,(c~k-l) if k ~> 1. Now consider the 
following diagram (whose unlabeled arrows represent inclusions), which commutes up 
to n-homotopy. 
M0 - -+ Mj - - - - - -+ M2 ~ . . .  
l T T 
X0 XI X2 
X > X > X >... 
£t C~ a 
We note that the vertical maps induce isomorphisms on the homotopy groups of di- 
mension less than or equal to n. (This is so for the vertical inclusions since the maps 
c,,,k are UV~<retractions.) By compactness of the n-sphere, we may assume that [/3] 
is represented by a map /3:(S m, *) --+ )PIk for some k >~ 0. There is, then, a map 
9" (S  "~,*) --+ X so that [/3] is represented by ikg. It follows that in 7rm(Mapn(c~)), 
[i0g] = [i~+1 c~k+l g] = [ik+a o~9] = [i~9] = [/3]. (The reader who is concerned about base 
point considerations should recall that maps of (S m, *) into (Mapn(c~), P)  determine 
unique elements of 7rm(Mapn(a), i0(x0)).) This shows that rrm(iO) is an epimorphism, 
and completes the argument hat rim(F) is an isomorphism for 0 <~ m ~ n. It then 
follows from the Whitehead Theorem for at most (n + 1)-dimensional locally compact 
LCn-spaces [9] that F is a pointed n-homotopy equivalence. [] 
Proposition 2.3. The composition iod : Mapn(c~ ) --+ MaPn (c~) is a pointed n-homotopy 
equivalence. 
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Proof. First note that iodlXo = ioaio 1. Therefore cn,oiodlXo = cn,oioaio I = 
C~oioC~iol = i laiol io~iol = ilceaiol n i laiol = a0. Since c,~,0 is an n-homotopy 
equivalence we conclude that iod[Xo and the inclusion map j0:X0 --+ Map,~(a) are 
also n-homotopic in MaPn(Ct ). By [4, Proposition 2.2], there is a map ~b :Mapn(c~) --+ 
MaPn(C 0 that coincides with jo on -32o and which is n-homotopic to iod. By Proposition 
2.2, ~ is a pointed n-homotopy equivalence. Consequently, iod is a pointed n-homotopy 
equivalence as well. [] 
Theorem 1. A pointed n-homotopy idempotent of an LCn-compactum of dimension at 
most (n + 1) splits through a finite polyhedron of dimension at most (n + 1). 
Proofi Let a : X --+ X be a pointed n-homotopy idempotent of an at most (n + l)- 
dimensional LCn-compactum X. As above, consider the space Map,~(c 0 and the maps 
io :X -+ Map,~(a) and d:Mapn(a ) --+ X. By Proposition 2.3, the composition iod is 
a pointed n-homotopy equivalence. Denote by ¢ :Mapn(a ) ~ Map,~(a) a (pointed) 
n-homotopy inverse of i0d. Since c~ 2 ~ a, we may conclude by Proposition 2.1 that 
(dio)(dio) ~ dio. Then iod ~ (Clod)(iod)(i0d¢) =(¢io)(dio)(dio)(de) ~ (~/;io) (dio)(d¢) 
= (¢iod)(iod¢) ~ id. This, coupled with Proposition 2.1, shows that c~ splits through 
Mapn(C 0 via the maps i0 and d. 
Therefore, in order to finish the proof, it suffices to show that Map,~ (c 0 is n-homotopy 
equivalent to an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. Clearly Mapn(C 0 is an 
at most (n + 1)-dimensional locally compact LCn-space and is n-homotopy dominated 
n 
by X (recall that iod ~- id). Let p:M --+ Mapn(C 0 be a proper uVn-map of some 
#n+l-manifold M onto MaPn(C @ Since p is an n-homotopy equivalence, M also is 
n-homotopy dominated by X. By [9, Corollary 1.3], M is n-homotopy equivalent to 
some compact #n+l-manifold N. It only remains to note that, by [6, Proposition 1.5], N 
and, consequently MaPn(C~ ), is n-homotopy equivalent to an at most (n+ 1)-dimensional 
finite polyhedron. [] 
We thank the referee for pointing out that the unpointed version of Theorem 1 does not 
hold. An example of a nonsplitting homotopy idempotent is constructed in [12, Chapter 
VI, Section 2]. The complex K of that construction may be assumed to have finitely 
many cells in each dimension and the map f may be assumed to be cellular. The map f 
then induces amap 9 from the (n+ 1)-skeleton of K to itself. The argument given in [12], 
suitably modified for n-homotopy theory, shows that g is an n-homotopy idempotent that 
does not split through an (n + 1)-dimensional finite complex. 
Corollary 1. Let P be an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron and f : P --+ P 
be a pointed n-homotopy idempotent. Then there exist an (n + 1)-dimensional finite 
polyhedron P*, containing P as a subpolyhedron, and an extension f* : P* --+ P* of f 
which is n-homotopic to the identity map of P*. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, there exist two maps g : P -+ L and h : L -+ P, where L is an 
at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron, such that h9 ~ f and gh n idc. By 
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[9, Propositon 1.2], there exist an (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron P*, containing 
P as a subpolyhedron, and an n-homotopy equivalence G:P* --+ L (having h as its 
n-homotopy inverse) extending 9. Note that h(GIP ) = h9 ~ f.  Consequently, by [4, 
Proposition 2.2], f has an extension f* : P* --+ P which can be chosen to be n-homotopic 
(in P*) to hG ~ idp.. [] 
3. Compacta with polyhedral n-shape and/z n+l-manifolds with polyhedral 
boundaries 
In this section we first establish conditions under which a continuum has the same 
n-shape as, or is (n + 1)-equivalent to, a finite polyhedron. (The reader is reminded 
again that basic information on these concepts may be found in [5] and [15].) As an 
application, we obtain a characterization f #,~+l_manifolds with polyhedral boundaries. 
If n is a nonnegative integer and X is a continuum, we say that pro-Tri(X) is stable 
for i ~< n if for each base point * C X and 0 < j ~< n, the jth homotopy pro-group 
pro-Trj(X, *) is pro-isomorphic to a group. It is worth noting that if X is pointed 1- 
movable, then pro-Trj(X, ) is independent (up to pro-isomorphism) of the choice of 
• E X. By [17, Theorem 10] pointed 1-movability is an invariant of (unpointed) shape, 
and essentially the same proof shows that pointed 1-movability is an invariant of (n÷ 1)- 
equivalence. When working with this situation, we shall usually supress base points from 
our notation. 
Theorem 2. The following conditions are equivalent for a nonnegative integer n and a 
continuum X: 
(i) X is (n + 1)-equivalent to an at most (n ÷ 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. 
(ii) X is (n + 1)-equivalent to a fnite polyhedron. 
(iii) pro-Tri(X) is stable for i <~ n. 
Proof. The only nontrivial implication is (iii) =:~ (i). As in [14, Theorem 4] it can 
be shown that X is the limit space of some polyhedral inverse sequence S = 
{Pk, _k+l~ i% j- with n-connected bonding maps pk+l  :Pk+l ~ Pk. By (iii) the sequence 
{Trn(Pk), ~+I 7rn(p k )}, consisting of epimorphisms, is stable. We may assume, without 
loss of generality, that all bonding maps pk+l induce isomorphisms of/-dimensional k 
_k+ 1 ,, r-~(n-I- 1) ,~ p(n+l )  homotopy groups for each i ~< n and at the same time Pk ~rk+l ) C k for 
each k. Then for each k and each/~< n, the restriction pkk+llP~+ +1) : p(++l) --+ p~+l )  
induces an isomorphism of the /-dimensional homotopy groups. Consequently, by the 
~k+l p(n+l) Whitehead Theorem [20] (see also [7, Proposition 1.1]), ~'k k+l is an n-homotopy 
pk+l is an (n + 1)-equivalence. This obviously implies that X is equivalence, and so  
(n + 1)-equivalent to p(n+l) for sufficiently large k. [] 
Comparing this result with the corresponding result of Ferry [ 14, Theorem 4], which 
states that a continuum has the shape of an LCn-compactum if and only if pro-Tri(X) 
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is stable for i ~< n and Mittag-Leffler for i = n + 1, we see that a continuum shape 
equivalent to an LC~-compactum is (n + 1)-equivalent to a finite polyhedron. 
Corol lary 2. The following conditions are equivalent for a nonnegative integer n and 
an at most (n + 1)-dimensional continuum X:  
(i) X is n-shape equivalent to an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. 
(ii) X is (n + 1)-equivalent to an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. 
(iii) X is (n + 1)-equivalent to a finite polyhedron. 
(iv) pro-Tri(X) is stable for i <. n. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2 and note that for at most (n + 1)-dimensional compacta the 
notion of n-shape equivalence coincides with the notion of (n + 1)-equivalence. [] 
Corol lary 3. I f  a continuum X is pointed (n + 1)-dominated by a finite polyhedron, then 
X is (n + 1)-equivalent to an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. 
Proof. It suffices to note that if a continuum X is pointed (n + 1)-dominated by a finite 
polyhedron, then pro-Tri(X) is stable for i <~ n. [] 
Corol lary 4. If an at most (n + 1)-dimensional continuum X is pointed n-shape dom- 
inated by a finite polyhedron, then X is n-shape equivalent o an at most (n + 1)- 
dimensional finite polyhedron. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3. [] 
Definition. A space X is n-dominated near ~ by a space Y if there exist a cofinite 
subspace X: of X (i.e., Xl is closed in X and clx (X - X l )  is compact) and two proper 
maps 9 : X1 -+ Y and f : Y --+ X such that the composition fg  is properly n-homotopic 
to the inclusion map X1 ~-4 X. In that case the map f is called an n-domination ear 
c~. If there exists an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron P such that X is 
n-dominated near c~ by (P  × [0, 1))('~+1), then we say that X is finitely n-dominated 
near oo. 
Remark.  A space X is said to be finitely dominated near ~ [2] if there exist a cofinite 
subspace X1 of X,  a finite polyhedron P, and two proper maps g:X l  -+ P × [0, 1) and 
f :  P × [0, 1) --+ X such that the composition fg  is properly homotopic to the inclusion 
map X1 '--+ X. The notion of finite n-domination ear cc is an "n-homotopy version" 
of this absolute concept. Note also that if an at most (n + 1)-dimensional space X is 
finitely dominated near ~,  then X is finitely n-dominated near c~ for each n. Indeed, 
in this case, letting 7rp : P × [0, 1) --+ P denote the projection, the composition 7re9 is 
homotopic to a map ¢1 : X1 --+ p(,~+l). Then the diagonal product ¢1/X (Tr[0,1)g) ' Xl -+ 
p(,~+l) × [0, 1) is properly homotopic to g. Finally, let gl : X1 --+ (p(n+:) × [0, 1)) (n+l) 
be a proper map properly homotopic to ¢1 /X (7r[0,1)9). It only remains to note that 
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fl = f l (P  (n+l) × [0, 1)) (n+l) is a proper map and flY1 is properly n-homotopic to the 
inclusion map of X1 into X. 
If N is a #'~+l-manifold, the n-homotopy kernel of N [7], denoted Kern(N), is 
defined to be the complement N - f (N)  where f : N -+ N is a Z-embedding properly 
n-homotopic to idN. It is known that Kern(N) does not depend, up to topological 
equivalence, on the choice of the Z-embedding f .
Lemma 3.1. A space X is finitely n-dominated near oc if and only if X is n-dominated 
near co by the n-homotopy kernel Kern(N) of some compact izu+l-manifold N. 
Proof. First suppose that f : (P  × [0, 1)) (n+l) --+ X is an n-domination ear ~ by an at 
most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron P. Let N be a compact #n+l-manifold that 
admits a UVn-map onto P. It follows from [71 that Kern(N) admits a proper (n + l)- 
invertible gVn-map onto the product P × [0, 1). Since P × [0, 1)and (P  × [0, 1)) ('~+1) 
are properly UVn-equivalent through a locally finite polyhedron (see, for instance, [8]) 
we may conclude that Kern(N) admits a proper UV'~-surjection p : Kern(N) -+ (P  × 
[0, 1)) (n+l) as well. Being a proper UVn-surjection between at most (n+ 1)-dimensional 
locally compact LCn-spaces, p is a proper n-homotopy equivalence. It only remains to 
note that the composition fp  : Kern(N) -+ X is also an n-domination ear oc. 
Conversely, suppose that f :Kern(N) -+ X is an n-domination ear oc, where N is 
a compact/zn+l-manifold. It follows from [7] that Kern(N) admits a proper UVn-map 
onto the product P × [0, 1) for some at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron P. 
Therefore, as above, there is a proper UVn-map p: Kern(N) -+ (P × [0, 1)) (n+l). Since 
p is a proper n-homotopy equivalence, there is a proper n-homotopy inverse q of p. It 
is easy to see that the composition fq : (P  × [0, 1)) (n+l) --+ X is an n-domination ear 
0<3. [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let Xj  be a cofinite #n+l-submanifold of a #n+l-manifold X and suppose 
there is a proper uVn-map f :X1 --+ P × [0, 1), where P is an at most (n + 1)- 
dimensional compact polyhedron. Then X is finitely n-dominated near oo. 
Proof. Since every locally finite polyhedron is properly UV'~-equivalent to its (n + 1)- 
dimensional skeleton, we can conclude that there is a proper uVn-map 9 : X1 --+ (P  × 
[0, 1)) (~+1). Since the spaces X1 and (P  × [0, 1)) (n+D are (n + 1)-dimensional, 9 is a 
proper n-homotopy equivalence, i.e., there is a proper map h: (P  × [0, 1)) (n+l) -+ X1 
such that h9 ~ id and 9 h ~ id. [] 
Lemrna 3.3. Let N be a compact pn+l-manifold and {t,~ I m = 1,2, . . .}  C [0, 1) be a 
strictly increasing sequence converging to 1. Then there exists an at most (n + 1)-dim- 
ensional finite polyhedron P and an (n + 1)-invertible proper UVn-map ¢: Kern(N) --+ 
P × [0, 1), such that the following conditions are satisfied for each positive integer m: 
(i) A,~ = ¢ - '  (P  × {t~}), B,n = ¢-1 (p × [0, t,,~]) and C,~ = ¢-1 (p × Its, 1)) are 
#,~ +1 -manifolds. 
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(ii) Am is a Z-set in both Bra and C m.  
(iii) There is a proper retraction rm : Kern(N) -4 Cm which is a proper n-homotopy 
equivalence and carries Bm onto Am. 
(iv) There is a retraction sm : Ker,~(N) -4 B,~ which is an n-homotopy equivalence 
and carries Cm onto Am. 
(v) For each compact subset K of  Kern (N) there is an m such that K is a subset of  
the interior of  B,~. 
Proof. By the triangulation theorem for #n+l-manifolds [I 1], there is an at most (n+ 1)- 
dimensional finite polyhedron P and a UVn-map c~:N -+ P. Consider also a proper 
U Vn-map/3 :Ker~ (N) -4 N x [0, 1) onto the product N x [0, 1) [7, Proposition 2.1]. The 
composition (c~ x id[0,1))/3: Ker,~(N) -4 P x [0, 1) is a proper UV*~-map. Consider an 
(n + 1)-invertible proper UVn-map ¢: T -4 P x [0, 1) of a #n+l-manifold T satisfying 
the following two conditions (see [7, Theorem 1.6]): 
(a) If L is a closed subpolyhedron of P × [0, 1), then its inverse image ¢ - l (L )  is a 
#n+J -manifold. 
(b) If L is a closed subpolyhedron of P x [0, 1) and Z is a Z-set in L, then ~b -1 (Z) 
is a Z-set in ¢- l (L) .  
Note that Kern(N) and T admit proper UVn-maps, (cr x id[0j))/3 and ¢ respectively, 
onto the same polyhedron P x [0, 1). Therefore, by [7, Proposition 1.1], T is home- 
omorphic to Kern(N). This shows that Kern(N) admits an (n + 1)-invertible proper 
UVn-map ¢:Kern(N)  -4 P x [0, 1) satisfying conditions (a) and (b). We now show 
that conditions (i)-(v) are also satisfied. Condition (i) follows immediately from (a). Ob- 
viously, for each tm the set P x {tin} is a Z-set in both P x [0, t,n] and P x [tm, 1). 
Therefore it follows from (b) that condition (ii) is also satisfied. The remaining condi- 
tions follow from the properties of proper UVn-maps and the existence of retractions 
r,~: P x [0, 1) -4 P x [tin, 1) and 8m: P x [0, 1) -4 P x [0, t,~] that preserve the first 
coordinates. [] 
The following lemma involves the notion of n-clean compactum. The definition may be 
found in [9]. 
Lemma 3.4. Assuming the conditions and notations of  Lemma 3.3, suppose X is a IS ~+1 - 
manifold and f : Kern(N)  -4 X is an n-domination ear oo. Let X1 be a cofinite subset 
of  X and 9 : X1 -4 Kern(N) be a proper map such that fg is properly n-homotopic to the 
inclusion map X1 ~ X.  Then for  each compact subset A C X there exist an n-clean 
compactum B and an integer m such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A c B -  ~(B). 
(ii) 9( (X  - B)  t2 6(B)) C Cm and f (Cm)  C X - A. 
(iii) fg  ] ( (X  - B)  OS(B)) is properly n-homotopic to the inclusion map ( (X  - B)  0 
3(B))  ~-+ X-  A in X -  A. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3(v), there is an integer m such that f - l (A )  lies in the interior of 
Bin. Consider a compact subset K of X which contains the union CI (X - X1 ) U 9-1 (Bin) 
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in its interior. Then CI (X -K)N[C I (X -X1)09  -1 (Bin)] = 0. Consequently C I (X -K)  C 
X1, so the map o]CI(X - K)  is defined. Since CI(X - K)  is contained in g-I(Cm) 
we conclude that 9(CI(X - K))  C Cm. Therefore f9(CI(X - K))  C X - A. Fix an 
n-invertible proper map h:T  -+ X1, where dim T ~< n. By our assumption, there is a 
proper homotopy H:T  x [0, 1] --+ X such that H(x, O) = h(:c) and H(x,  1) = fgh(x)  
for each x E T. Since H is proper, the inverse image H - I  (K) is a compact subset 
of T x [0, 1]. Consider the set HIr~,lrcTH-I(K), where zrT :T  × [0, 1] -+ T denotes 
the projection onto the first coordinate. Any n-clean compactum B C X such that 
A 0 HzcTlrrTH-I(K) C B - 8(B) satisfies the desired conditions (i)-(iii). [] 
Corol lary 5. If the #n+L_manifold X is finitely n-dominated near c~, then X admits a 
boundary. 
Proof. By [9] it suffices to show that X is n-tame at cx~. By Lemma 3.1, X is 
n-dominated near ~ by Kern(N), where N is some compact #n+l-manifold. Let 
f :Kern(N)  -+ X be the corresponding n-domination ear c~. For each compactum 
A C X fix an n-clean compactum B satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.4. Let 
q5 denote the restriction s,,~lCra, where sm: Kern(N) --+ Bm denotes a retraction as in 
Lemma 3.3. Then Cg maps X -B  into Am. Therefore, the inclusion map X-B  ~-+ X-A  
is n-homotopic (in X - A) to the composition f(¢9).  Since Am is n-homotopy equiva- 
lent to an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron (see Lemma 3.3) we conclude 
that X is n-tame at ~ .  [] 
Corol lary 6. If X is a #n+l.manifoM finitely n-dominated near c~by Kern(N), where 
N is a compact connected #n+l-manifold, then X has one end. 
Proof. Let A be a compact subset of X.  Suppose that the complement X - A has 
at least two components, ay R1 and R2, whose closures are not compact. Denote by 
f : Kern(N) --+ X the corresponding n-domination ear cxD and choose an n-clean com- 
pactum B and integer m as in Lemma 3.4. Let r~ E Ri - B, i - 1,2. Consider the 
points x~ = fg(ri), i = 1,2. By Lemma 3.4, ri and x~ can be connected by arcs in 
X - A. Since N is connected, so is Cm, and therefore there is an arc in Cm connecting 
the points 9(rl) and g(r2). Then xl and x2 can also be connected by an arc in X - A. 
Consequently, rl and r2 can also be connected by an arc in X - A. This contradiction 
shows that X has precisely one end. [] 
Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent for a #n+t-manifold X :
(i) X has a polyhedral boundary. 
(ii) X has a boundary that is a #n+l_manifold. 
(iii) X is is finitely dominated near c~. 
Proof. To prove that (i) implies (ii), let P be a polyhedral boundary of X. Consider any 
compact #'~+l-manifold M which is n-homotopy equivalent to P. By [9, Proposition 
3.1], M also is a boundary of X. 
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We now prove that (ii) implies (iii). Suppose that X = N - M, where M and N 
are compact #'~+l-manifolds and M is a Z-set in N. Fix (n + 1)-invertible UVn-maps 
f : M --~ P and 9: N -4 L, where P and L are at most (n + 1)-dimensional compact 
polyhedra. It can be shown (by repeating the argument given in [7, Proposition 2.4]) 
that there is a PL  map ~b: P --+ L and an (n + 1)-invertible UV'~-map ~b : N -+ M(~b) 
such that ~b-l(P x {0}) = M. In addition, we may assume [7, Theorem 1.6] that the 
following conditions are also satisfied. 
(a) If T is a subpolyhedron f M(~b), then ~b -1 (T) is a #'~+l-manifold. 
(b) If T is a subpolyhedron f M(q~) and Z is a Z-set in T, then ~b -1 (Z) is a Z set 
in ~b- 1 (T). 
Let N1 = ~b-l(P x [0, 1/2]). By (a) and (b), N1 is a izn+l-manifold containing M = 
~b-l(P x {0}) as a Z-set. Consequently, X1 = ~b-l(P x (0, 1/2]) is a #n+l-manifold 
that is a cofinite subspace of X. Clearly the restriction ~blX1 :X1 --4 P x (0, 1/2] is a 
proper UVn-map. By Lemma 3.2, X is finitely dominated near c~. 
We now show that (iii) implies (i). By Lemma 3.1, X is n-dominated near oo by 
Kern(N), for some compact #'~+l-manifold N. We first assume that N is connected. 
By Corollary 5, X has a boundary; that is, X = M - Z where M is a compact #n+l_ 
manifold and Z is a Z-set in M. We now show that Z has polyhedral n-shape. Using 
Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 6 we can construct a decreasing sequence {K~} of compact 
connected n-clean submanifolds of M so that Ni Ki = Z and the inverse sequence 
{Trj(Ki - Z)}~ is dominated by the inverse sequence {Trj(Cm)}m for each j ~< n (see 
Lemma 3.3). Fix j ~< n. Since the homomorphism 7rj(Cm+l) -~ 7rj(Cm) induced by the 
inclusion Cm+1 '-+ Cm is an isomorphism for each m (Lemma 3.3), we conclude that 
{Trj(K~ - Z)}~ is stable. Clearly Z is a Z-set in each K~. Consequently, the sequence 
{Trj(K~)}~ is also stable. Note also that in this situation Z is connected. By Corollary 2, 
Z has the r~-shape of an at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron. It follows from 
[9, Proposition 3.1] that X has a polyhedral boundary. 
The general case can be reduced to the case considered above as follows. If N is 
not connected then passing to components we conclude that X has a boundary that has 
finitely many components. Repeating the argument as above, we conclude that each of 
these components has polyhedral n-shape. Thus X has a polyhedral boundary. [] 
We conclude with an application of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. The following conditions are equivalent for a finite-dimensional locally com- 
pact polyhedron K: 
(i) The (n + 1)-dimensional skeleton K (n+l) of K is finitely n-dominated near oo. 
(ii) K is properly UV n-equivalent to a locally compact polyhedron having a polyhe- 
dral boundary. 
In order to prove Theorem 4 we shall require the following assertion. This result, 
which should be of some independent i terest, may be considered a version of the 
"relative triangulation" theorem for #'~+l-manifolds. 
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Proposition 3.5. Suppose that M and N are compact #n+~_manifolds and that M is 
a Z-set in N. Then there exist an at most (n + 2)-dimensionalfinite polyhedron P, an 
at most (n + 1)-dimensional subpolyhedron L of P, and a UV n-map f : N -4 P such 
that: 
(i) L is a Z-set in P. 
(ii) M = f -1(L ) .  
Proof. By the triangulation theorem for/z n+l-manifolds [11], there is an at most (n+ 1 )- 
dimensional finite polyhedron L and a UVn-map c~:M -4 L. Likewise, there is an 
at most (n + 1)-dimensional finite polyhedron K and a UVn-map 3 :  N -4 K. Since 
dim L ~ n+ 1, c~ is an n-homotopy equivalence. Consequently, there is a map "7 : L -4 M 
with "7c~ ~ idM. Let i : M '--4 N denote the inclusion map. Also fix a PL-map ¢ : L -4 K 
such that ¢ ~_ ~i"7 and consider the mapping cylinder P = M(¢)  of ¢. Since ¢ is a 
PL-map, P is a finite polyhedron. Note also that L is a subpolyhedron of P embedded 
in P as a Z-set. Denote by c : P -4 K the collapse of the mapping cylinder onto its 
target, and note that c is CE-map and that elL = ¢. 
Now, fix a UVn-map g : N~ -4 P, where N ~ is a compact #n+l_manifold satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) of [7, Theorem 1.6]. In particular, M r -- g - I  (L) is itself a/z  n+l- 
manifold embedded as a Z-set in N r. 
In order to finish the proof of the proposition, it suffices to show that there is a 
homeomorphism H : N -4 N r such that H(M)  = M t. The desired UV~-map f : N -4 P 
can then be defined as the composition f = 9H. 
The composition c9 :N  ~ -4 K is a UVn-map. The #n+t-manifold N also admits 
the UVn-map 3 onto the polyhedron K. Consequently, by [1, Remark 5.1.1], there is 
a homeomorphism h : N -4 N r such that cgh ~ ~. The same argument applied to the 
UV~-maps glM~: M r -4 L and a : M -4 L produces a homeomorphism s : M -+ M r 
n 
such that gs ~- c~. 
Consider now the two Z-sets h(M) and M ~ in N ~ and the homeomorphism 
sh -11h(M) : h(M) --4 M r between them. It follows from our construction that 
c(91M')sh -11h(M) ~ (clL)c~h-llh(M) = ¢c~h -11h(M) 
~- 3i"Tc~h -11h( M) 
~ 3 ih - l lh (M)  
cghih -11h(M) 
= c91h(M ). 
Being a UVn-map, the composition cg is an n-homotopy equivalence. This allows 
us to conclude that sh- l lh (M)  is n-homotopic to the inclusion map h(M) ~ N'. 
Consequently, by the Z-set unknotting theorem, there is a homeomorphism F :N  ~ -4 
N'  such that F[h(M) = sh- l lh(M).  Then the composition Fh serves as the desired 
homeomorphism H. [] 
We are now in position to prove Theorem 4. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. We begin by showing that (i) implies (ii). Fix a proper (n + 1)- 
invertible UV'~-map g :M --+ I f  of some /zn+l-manifold M onto If. First of all, let 
us show that M is finitely n-dominated near c~. (Note: Although proper UVn-maps 
between at most (n + 1)-dimensional locally compact LCn-spaces preserve the property 
of being finitely n-dominated near c~ in either direction, we cannot immediately conclude 
that M is finitely n-dominated near oo, simply because condition (i) does not guarantee 
that K is finitely n-dominated near eo.) To see this, consider aproper UVn-map ¢ : T 
K(n+l), where T is a/zn+l-manifold. Clearly, the inclusion map ~7 :K (n+l) ~ K induces 
isomorphisms of the/-dimensional homotopy groups, as well as isomorphisms of the i- 
dimensional homotopy groups at the ends (see [1, Chapter 6]), for each i ~< n. The 
(n + 1)-invertibility of the map g allows us to find a proper map ~ : T --4 M so that 
r/¢ = g~. In this situation one can easily verify that ~ induces isomorphisms of the i- 
dimensional homotopy groups, as well as isomorphisms of the/-dimensional homotopy 
groups at the ends, for each i ~< n. By [1], T and M are homeomorphic. But T is finitely 
n-dominated near oo. Therefore M is finitely n-dominated near o<D as well. 
By Theorem 3, M can be written as M = N - Z, where N and Z are compact 
#n+l-manifolds and Z is a Z-set in N. Proposition 3.5 guarantees the existence of a 
finite polyhedron P, a subpolyhedron L of P, and a UVn-map f : N ~ P satisfying the 
equality Z = f - l  (L). Let h = r iM  : M --4 P -  L. Clearly, h is a proper UVn-map of M 
onto the locally finite polyhedron P - L. This shows that K is properly UV'~-equivalent 
toP -L .  
We now show that condition (ii) implies (i). Suppose then that K is properly UV n- 
equivalent to a locally finite polyhedron Q with polyhedral boundary. This means that Q 
can be written as Q = P - L, where P is a finite polyhedron containing the subpolyhe- 
dron L as a Z-set. Using the finite-dimensionality of both I f  and Q, we may find [ 15, 
Remark ii, p. 97] (see also [8, Proof of Proposition 2.1]) a locally finite polyhedron T
and proper UV'~-maps f : T --+ K and 9 : T -+ Q. We also let h : M --+ T be a proper 
UV'~-map, where M is a/d~+l-manifold. 
To complete the proof we need only show that M has a polyhedral boundary, because 
Theorem 3 then guarantees that M is finitely n-dominated near c~. Then it can be shown 
as above that K ('~+1), being the (n+ 1)-dimensional skeleton of the polyhedron K (which 
in turn is a proper UV'Mmage of M), is also finitely n-dominated near co. 
Consider a UVn-map s : N --+ P, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of [7, Theorem 1.6]. 
Clearly the #(n+l)-manifold s -1 (Q) has a polyhedral boundary, namely s -1 (L). But 
s - I  (Q) and M both admit proper UV"-maps onto Q. Hence, by [1], they are homeomor- 
phic. This shows that M has a polyhedral boundary, thereby completing the proof. [] 
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